FORMS A CONTINUOUS DRAINAGE SYSTEM WITH VISIBLE DRIP EDGE AROUND THE ENTIRE BUILDING PERIMETER

Protects single-wythe concrete masonry unit walls from water infiltration damage

Use
- For single-wythe concrete masonry unit (CMU) exterior walls
- Applicable in all flashing locations, including base of wall, parapet walls, and above bond beams, wall openings and structural steel members

Benefits
- Complete flashing solution requires no additional components
- Installs quickly and easily
- May be used on 8", 10" and 12" reinforced and non-reinforced single-wythe walls
- May be installed in any grouted wall without affecting the reinforcing
- May be used in partially or fully grouted walls

Product Characteristics
- Does not interfere with properly placed rebar in reinforced block walls.
- Can easily be cut to fit around improperly placed rebar
- Forms a continuous stainless steel drip edge

Sizes & Packaging
Each box contains
- 120 linear feet of SS drainage sections (approx. 110 linear feet net)
- Two left miter cut SS sections (12 linear feet)
- Two right miter cut SS sections (12 linear feet)
- Sixteen square cut SS sections (60 linear feet)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SS SECTION LENGTH</th>
<th># OF SS SECTIONS/BOX</th>
<th># OF VERTICAL ELEMENTS/BOX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6'</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Forms a continuous drainage system around the entire building perimeter

A. **BlockNet** stainless steel (SS) drainage section collects moisture

B. **BlockNet** integrated horizontal mesh element & weep tabs channel moisture out of the wall

C. 90% open weave vertical mesh components provide open pathways for water to exit the building

D. Rear dam channels water out through the weep tabs

E. Hemmed stainless steel drip edge enhances building’s appearance

Please see other side for installation instructions
A. Horizontal Drainage Strip

Step 1
- If starting at an outside corner, select a left miter cut piece to start the flashing placement.
- If starting at an inside corner select a piece with a flat end to start the flashing placement. Inside miters can be cut at installers discretion.
- For joints that don’t require a miter, select a piece with a flat end to start the flashing placement.
- Place a bead of polyether sealant approximately one inch from the face of the wall along the brick shelf directly under the placement of the BlockNet material.
- Install the BlockNet directly on the brick shelf so the BlockNet compresses the sealant. Align the bend of the drip edge with the face of the veneer.

Step 2
- When splicing the adjacent piece of BlockNet to the first piece of BlockNet, simply place three beads of polyether sealant perpendicular to the face of the wall in the area where mesh has been omitted.
- Place a bead of polyether sealant approximately one inch from the face of the wall along the brick shelf directly under the placement of the BlockNet material.

Step 3
- If closure to an outside corner is required, the right miter cut can be utilized to give a clean corner detail.
- When determining the length for the closure, measure from the drip edge of the current miter to the left of the lap piece that will connect the pieces. Make a square cut and splice as outlined in step two.

Step 4
- When interferences occur such as reinforcing steel and conduit, simply cut the back side of the BlockNet to accommodate the interference, but be sure to place a bead of polyether sealant around the cut section to prevent water from migrating to the inside of the structure.

B. Vertical Mesh

- On the course directly above the BlockNet course, place a 7 inch by 7 inch mesh piece in each core directly above the BlockNet. Make sure the mesh is on the inside face of the concrete masonry unit and touching the BlockNet drainage strip below.

C. End Dams For Lintels

- When the placement of the BlockNet is to be terminated, remove a 4 inch section of mesh from the end of the drip edge and place a liberal bead of polyether sealant to create an end dam that will channel water to the face of the structure.

D. Weep Tabs

- Extensions on the weep tabs stick out past the surface face and are designed to be removed once the exterior surface treatment is applied. To remove the extensions, tear them along the pre-scored lines to expose a fresh, unclogged weep tab end.

For more information
Call 800.664.6638